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All Religions Come Together at CONA
B y Eriech T ap ia, OK

46th Annual YMCA Conference on National Affairs

Staff Writer

Sunday morning started
off with praise and worship
at the Blue Ridge Chapel.
The service was comprised
of all types of religions,
including Christians, Hindus
and many other
denominations. During the
40-minute service, a group
of eight delegates stepped
up and helped lead worship
in front of more than 150
delegates. The central
theme behind the service
was "we should have peace
with everybody," said
Kelsey Spear of Oklahoma.
Libby Wuller of Oklahoma
led the group in song, while
playing the guitar. Along with
the guitar, Christian Conte of
Florida played the mandolin
during one of the songs.
Wuller expressed how she
loved being able to see
everybody come together and
worship in the same area.
They sang four songs and had
time for a quick devotional,
which was also led by Spear.
"The people here love and
accept you, and that is
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Opening Ceremony Unites and Inspires
B y A leja Newm an, TX
and Ereich T ap ia, O K
Staff Writers

Delegates lead Sunday morning worship service.
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particularly evident when we
worship and pray together,"
Claire Cahoon of Texas said.
The YMCA has a strong
Christian background and
offered the service to inspire
delegates of any religion. The
verses read were from the
Christian Bible. Along with
Sunday’s service, there is a
prayer before every meal in
the cafeteria.
"I was really excited to come,

because I wasn't able to come
last year to worship service,"
Arany Uthayakumar of
California said.
For the rest of the
conference, Conference
Director Bob McGaughey will
lead Morning Meditation in
the BRC Lobby, beginning at
7:45 AM.

With the sun overhead
and legs burning from the
walk up the mountain,
delegates took their seats
Sunday morning to begin
the opening ceremony for
the 46th Annual YMCA
Conference on National
Affairs. This is the first
year that the ceremony was
held as the first activity of
the conference.
While waiting, they sang
God Bless the U.S.A. as the
32 flag and placard bearers
took their places on and in
front of the stage. From
Alabama to Wisconsin, the
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Eureka, we found it, the Blue Ridge Spirit.
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delegates were called up to
show their pride and show
others they are ready to take
part in this great conference.
"I feel so united and
connected with my state
delegation, being able to
represent them was a great
experience," flag bearer
Lauren Courtney of Michigan
said. The American flag, the
final flag to enter the stage,
served as a symbol of
unification. Although
delegates hail from all parts
of the country, in planes,
buses and cars, they all come
to be together. Opening
ceremony not just signifies a

kick off to the conference but
a reminder that all the
delegates in attendance share
one common goal; to make a
difference.
Conference Director Bob
McGaughey told the delegates
to live a life of character now
and off the mountaintop. He
encouraged delegates to be
the change they want to see.
Even as opening ceremony
started with many cheers and
chants, it closed with one
common tidbit of wisdom:
Make new friends, share
ideas, and make your
difference, whatever it may
be.
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First Year Delegates Make A New Beginning
By Marianne Sayamath, CT
Social Media Director
The first-year delegate
orientation, run by Presiding
Officers Ed Sharood and
Hannah Hightower, proceeded
as usual - reviewing the
mountain manual,
parliamentary procedure,
decorum, and addressing
problems many first-year
delegates face. There is
“always something new you
can gain from this

conference,” Sharood spoke
to the new delegates who sat
before him.
For first year delegate Han
Truong of Massachusetts, this
advice Sharood spoke of was
one of the reasons she came
to this conference. Truong,
also a first year Youth and
Government member, ran for a
position in her governor’s
cabinet and won. She decided
to come to CONA even with
apprehensiveness about
debating her proposal in front
of the best and brightest

New delegates make the most out of their first CONA experience.

minds of each country’s state,
because as she stated, “Even
if I fail, I learned something
new.”
“We are here to experience
and to grow ourselves
collaboration is the key to get
anywhere in this conference,”
Sharood continued. This
remark epitomizes the reason
Marquise Clark of
Connecticut, another first
year delegate decided to come
to CONA. He wanted to get
out of his “zone” and try new
things. He knew from all the
wonderful things he had heard
about CONA at his state
conference that he would
experience great things and
explore new waters by
creating lasting connections
with delegates from other
states.
“The only question that is
stupid is the one that is not
asked,” Hightower advised as
she urged new delegates to
ask questions on anything
they are uncertain about. To
new delegates and returning
ones, ask questions, make
new friends, but more
importantly have fun!
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Lauren Anders, MO | Carter Coudriet, NJ | Chauncey Hill, KY |
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Eriech Tapia, OK | Tyler Tran, MO
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Round Table Leaders Work on Becoming One Family
B y Eriech T a pia, O K
Staff Writer
Twenty-eight delegates
chosen by their states met
Saturday night to train to
make their delegation feel like
a family. These delegates
make up the CONA 2013
Round Table Committee.
Many ideas were discussed
including a toilet paper game

during which delegates share
a fact about themselves for
every sheet of toilet paper
they roll onto their arm. The
delegates also played a game
of Roses and Thorns, wherein
the delegates share the best
and worst parts of their day.
Every evening, state
delegations meet in a central
location to discuss what
happened during the day. This

activity helps each delegation
become one big family.
"I hope that people will leave
in a more positive way than
they arrived in," said Alyssa
Mastronardi, the Texas round
table leader. Brock Trotter,
the Oklahoma round table
leader, said, “As a family
grows around the dinner
table, a delegation grows
around the round table chair.”

Social Responsibility: Taking CONA’s Lessons Outside Debate
B y C arter Coudriet, NJ
Staff Writter
A vital facet of the Blue
Ridge experience, a delegate’s
sense of social responsibility
is fostered with each step of
the CONA journey. While the
fact that the conference’s
participants are some of the
most intelligent young minds
in the nation, the conference
leadership looks not only to
develop skills, but to learn
how to use these skills to
benefit society. “[CONA] gives
them an opportunity to
expand their horizons beyond
their backyard,” commented
Jaspreet Bains, Louisiana
advisor. “If they didn’t have
firm [ideals] established
already, they will establish
them here.”
The perspective gained
through the uniquely diverse
debate at the Conference on
National Affairs serves as a
primary medium for sharing
ways to become more
community-minded people. “I
think the most important

thing that debate at CONA
teaches us is that our
differences in opinions and
values don’t separate us but
unite us as a global
community,” commented New
Jersey delegate Shyamala
Ramakrishna.
In addition to moderated
discussion, interaction
outside the debate room
provides avenues for
delegates to discover
different sides of their social
responsibilities. By casually
swapping stories and
comparing reactions to events
like Hurricane Sandy or the
recent Supreme Court
decisions, each individual can
learn to consider a different
point of view when working in
their own communities. “I’ve
learned that you have to be
responsible with your
actions,” said Teddy Hamilakis
from Connecticut. “I’m not the
most outspoken person, but
through CONA I can explore
the option of discussing my
views, and I can use that … in
my community.”

Many delegates have made
social responsibility a focus
of their own lives. By
empowering New Mexico’s
youth, delegate Carlos Vigil
has epitomized the purpose of
the YMCA programs in which
he is involved. “I serve on the
Board of Directors for the
New Mexico Extreme Sports
Association, which teaches an
empowerment of youth to go
out and do sports they would
not do normally.” Vigil also
serves on the Junior Board of
Directors of the US New
Mexico Federal Credit Union,
where he “[develops] a
product that teaches New
Mexico youth financial
literacy and awareness.”
Advisor Eddrick Martin from
Louisiana reflected on the
powerful effect of CONA’s
diversity on one’s feeling of
civil duty, saying, “From
conference, they gain a
heightened sense of civic
engagement to take back to
their locales. They really get
to see a varying level of
viewpoints.”

